Transfer Pattern

No. 7061

This doll is to be made of peach, flesh or tan cotton material such as broadcloth, percale or plain gingham. The clothes may be made of fine gingham, percale, muslin or some similar material. Use cotton batting, kapok or a similar material for stuffing, six strand cotton for embroidering features and straw yarn for hair and rug cotton for attaching arms and legs.

YARDAGES: (Use 36 inch material), DOLL: 1/2 yard; embroidery cotton; stuffing material; yarn for hair; rug cotton for attaching arms and legs. SUNSUITS: 1/4 yard. CONTRASTING BLOUSE: 1/8 yard or scrap. SHOE: Small scrap of felt, ollcloth, or material; 4 snaps for fastenings; 1/4 yard round elastic and ribbon for hair; straw yarn; embroidery cotton.

STAMPING DIRECTIONS: The piece for between body pieces is given in two parts, match V's to form O's and then stamp. Cut away from patterns what is not to be used. Lay the material on an ironing board or other padded surface and place pattern pieces, printed side down, on correct material. Pin pieces securely in place. Press over pattern with a moderately hot iron after having tested its heat on the trial motif. Use patterns for clothing as a tissue pattern; do not stamp.

CUTTING PIECES: Cut out pieces on solid line; inner lines indicate seams; seams; small lines at right angles to outer lines are slashes. Cut them before turning pieces to right side. When cutting duplicate pieces use stamped pattern as you would a tissue pattern. Cut other pieces as stated on patterns.

MAKING DOLL: Work mouth in satin stitch; nose in two tiny stitches and outline stitch. Eyes are to be done in satin and outline stitch after doll is stuffed. Cheeks may be colored with pink wax crayon, if desired; face ears and attach to head on lines. Sew all darts on body pieces as indicated. The body of doll is formed of three pieces. Seam ends of in between piece. Match parts of eyes on long middle piece with rest of eyes on the two side body pieces. Then seam all pieces together wrong side out with long middle piece going down and around between two side body pieces. Leave a small opening in one seam; slash edges; turn and stuff body. Sew opening shut. Sew darts at wrist of one and one opposite arm piece. Join two pieces together for each arm, seaming on the wrong side and leaving a small opening for stuffing. Slash edges, turn and stuff; sew openings shut. Seam two pieces of leg together from toe around leg to heel, leaving an opening for stuffing. Sew sole to bottom of foot; slash edges and turn to right side; stuff and close opening. Thread a large heavy needle with rug cotton (pulling it double and knotting the ends together). String legs onto each side of body pushing needle through circles on each leg and lower part of body. Knot other ends of rug cotton so that legs will be held firmly to body, yet are movable (see illustration). Join arms to body in the same manner.

MAKING HAIR: Starting from front of part fill head up to hair line with long darning stitches or with long stitches so as to cover head; always working from part (on left side of head and crown) towards hair line. At hair line do not end yarn but let about 2 inches hang loose to form curls. Along crown line attach center of about ten 8-inch pieces of yarn to form lock of hair tied with ribbon. Wet loose ends of hair and form pin curls just the same as you would real hair; let dry and comb out. Trim ends. Tie ribbon on lock of hair at top of head (see Illustration).
Trim sections. The finished cowl has an illustration of seams and hem lower edge. Gather top to fit armhole and seam sleeve in place. Hem neck, back edges and lower edge; attach snaps to back opening. SUNSUIT: Seam center front seam; seam center back seam, leaving 2-1/2 inches open for back opening. Match center front and center back seams at crotch and seam leg seams. Hem top; sew snaps to back opening; hem leg openings leaving small opening for inserting elastic; adjust to leg; secure ends. Hem two long and one short edge of straps. Sew other short edge of each strap to front and back of suit about 1-1/2 inches from center seam. Tie into bows on each shoulder. SHOES: Cover cardboard pieces with sole pieces; seam back seams. Seam front seam leaving 3/4 inch open for front opening; if of material hem top and front opening, or turn down and saddle stitch if of oil cloth. Sew upper part to soles easing around toes. Lace shoe with six strand embroidery cotton.